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News Release        

For Immediate Release  

 

Wynn Palace Cotai unveils unique shopping privileges  

to complete your experience of the ultimate resort in Macau 

  

Macau, October 25, 2016 – The “Shop and Indulge at Wynn” program at Wynn Palace Cotai is 

giving visitors the chance to enjoy a dazzling array of unique privileges that provide an extra 

taste of the resort’s most exclusive experiences. From a journey of taste and delicacy that 

includes the opportunity to dine while looking over a spectacular Performance Lake to a night in 

a spacious and luxurious suite or a serene treatment for two at the largest spa in Macau, guests 

who spend MOP 25,000 or more in new shops at the resort from now until December 31, 2016 

can enjoy outstanding rewards.  

 

Classic, edgy or glam, visitors of all tastes will find the perfect item of their desire at Wynn 

Esplanade – the 200,000 square feet of retail space at Wynn Palace Cotai. The program ensures 

that once guests have completed their shopping spree of the trendiest items from a selection of 

over 50 of the world’s finest designer labels, including Italian-made leather shoes, designer 

handbags, spectacular diamonds and one-of-a-kind timepieces, they can extend their 

extravagant experience to the hotel’s luxury facilities on offer.  

 

Offers at a glance: 

Afternoon Delight Spend MOP 25,000* to redeem an indulgent food and beverage 

voucher valued at MOP500 for a journey of taste and delicacy at any 

of our dining outlets (excluding Starbucks) with family and friends. 

Exquisite Hand Carry Spend MOP 50,000* to redeem an exclusive 20 inch Wynn Carry On 

luggage case for the ultimate light-weight convenience experience. 

King’s Indulgence Spend MOP 80,000* to redeem a one-night stay in our luxurious 

Fountain King Suite, with 915 square feet of space to unwind in. 

Ultimate Holiday 

Experience 

Spend MOP 120,000* to redeem a personalized shopping experience 

with a one-night stay in our Fountain Parlor Suite, featuring 

unforgettable floor-to-ceiling views of the stunning Performance Lake 

and a serene 60-minute Palace Tranquility Spa experience for two. 

*With up to two valid same-day receipts, excluding dining outlets. 
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For more information, please visit wynnpalace.com/en/shop-at-wynn or call (853) 8889 8889. 

 

To discover more exclusive privileges, please follow Wynn on social media: 

 WeChat ID: WynnResortsMacau 

 Weibo: 永利皇宮 Wynn Palace 

 Facebook: Wynn Palace 永利皇宮 

 Instagram: Wynn.Palace 

 

ABOUT WYNN PALACE 

Wynn Palace is the second luxury integrated resort from international resort developer Wynn 

Resorts in the Macau Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China, following 

the launch of Wynn Macau. Located in the Cotai area, it features a 28-storey hotel with 1,706 

exquisitely furnished rooms, suites and villas, versatile meeting facilities, over 200,000 square 

feet of renowned luxury retail, 11 casual and fine dining restaurants, Macau’s largest spa, a salon, 

a pool and approximately 495,000 square feet of casino space. The resort also features a variety 

of entertainment experiences, including the dazzling 8-acre Performance Lake that mesmerizes 

guests with a choreographed display of water, music and light, the unique SkyCab, spectacular, 

large-scale floral displays by renowned designer Preston Bailey and an extensive collection of 

art works by some of the world’s leading artists.  

 

Wynn Resorts is the recipient of more Forbes Travel Guide Five Star Awards than any other 

independent hotel company in the world. Wynn Palace opened on August 22, 2016. For more 

information on Wynn Palace, visit http://www.wynnpalace.com. 

 

- End - 

For media enquiries, please contact: 

Wynn Macau and Wynn Palace 

Barry Cheong, Assistant Director – Public Relations 

Tel: +853 8889 3909 

Email: barry.cheong@wynnmacau.com 

 

Wynn Macau and Wynn Palace 

Serena Chin, Manager – Public Relations 

Tel: +853 8986 5525 

Email: serena.chin@wynnmacau.com 
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Appendix:  

 

Participating retailers include: 

 

A. LANGE & SÖ HNE JAEGER-LECOULTRE 

ALEXANDER MCQUEEN MIU MIU 

AUDEMARS PIGUET MONCLER 

BALENCIAGA MONTBLANC 

BALLY OFFICINE PANERAI 

BOTTEGA VENETA PACIFIC CIGAR 

BRIONI PIAGET 

BRUNELLO CUCINELLI PRADA 

BURBERRY RALPH LAUREN 

CARTIER RICHARD MILLE 

CHANEL ROGER DUBUIS 

CHOPARD ROGER VIVIER 

CORUM ROLEX 

DOLCE & GABBANA SAINT LAURENT 

ERMENEGILDO ZEGNA SALVATORE FERRAGAMO 

ETRO THE GIFT SHOP 

FABIO CAVIGLIA THE SPA SHOP 

FERRARI STORE TOD’S 

FRANCK MULLER TUDOR 

GIORGIO ARMANI VACHERON CONSTANTIN 

GRAFF VALENTINO 

GUCCI VAN CLEEF & ARPELS 

HERMÈ S VERSACE 

HUGO BOSS VERTU 

IWC SCHAFFHAUSEN WYNN CARRY ON 

 


